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a b s t r a c t

In solving nonlinear problems of solid mechanics by the finite-element method, stresses at integration

points are usually obtained by integrating nonlinear constitutive equations, given known incremental

strains. In a large-deformation analysis, stress–strain relationships must be frame independent such that

any rigid-body motion does not induce strain within the material. This principle is generally satisfied by

introducing an objective stress rate, such as the Jaumann or Truesdell stress rates, into the constitutive

equations. This paper investigates three alternative algorithms for integrating stress–strain relationships

in a large-deformation analysis. It is shown that the effect of rigid-body motion is equivalent to a stress

transformation and this transformation can be introduced before, after or during integration of the

stress–strain constitutive equations. Although there is no theoretical advantage, in terms of accuracy, for

selecting one of these strategies over the others, in terms of efficiency of algorithms one is more

advantageous than the others. Performance of the proposed algorithms is studied and compared by

means of numerical examples. The results of this study can be used in the development of fast and robust

algorithms for stress integration of constitutive equations in nonlinear finite-element analysis.

& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

During an elastoplastic small-strain analysis by the finite-
element method, loads are usually applied in increments and the
corresponding incremental displacements are obtained by solving
global equilibrium equations. The incremental strains can be
computed from incremental displacements and these strains are
then used to determine stresses within the continuum. For
integration points that yield plastically the incremental stresses
are then obtained by integrating constitutive equations. In a large-
deformation analysis the stress–strain relations must be objective.
Objectivity requires that the constitutive equations must be frame
independent, i.e., rigid-body motions should not induce any strain
in the material. This principle is generally satisfied by introducing
an objective stress rate, such as the Jaumann or the Truesdell stress
rate, into the stress–strain relations, e.g., [4,5]. A brief overview of
how this has been achieved in practice is described below.

Hughes and Winget [9] introduced the concept of incremental
objectivity of a stress-integration algorithm and presented an
integration scheme for rate-type constitutive equations. The main
achievement of this algorithm was providing a convenient
framework for an objective transformation of the Cauchy stress
tensor due to rigid-body rotations based on the Jaumann stress

rate. Pinsky et al. [12] stated that a stress-integration algorithm
for rate-type constitutive equations must satisfy three require-
ments: consistency, numerical stability, and incremental objec-
tivity. Based on the Lie derivative of a spatial tensor, they
developed an implicit stress-integration scheme with arbitrary
objective stress rates satisfying the above conditions. The
proposed scheme was then used to integrate constitutive
equations of hyperelastic, hypoelastic, and elastoplastic materials.

Rodriguez-Ferran and Huerta [13] presented two stress update
algorithms in large strain solid mechanics. The first algorithm,
based on the work by Bathe et al. [2], used the Green–Lagrange
strain tensor as the strain measure while the second algorithm
incorporated the midstep configuration, where the symmetrised
gradient of displacement increment was employed as the strain
measure. They discussed implementation aspects and accuracy of
the algorithms and found that the second algorithm is generally
more accurate than the first. However, it would appear that
efficiency of the algorithms was not studied by the authors. Later,
Gadala and Wang [8] compared different integration algorithms
for a rate-type constitutive equation based on the use of Jaumann
stress rate as well as Truesdell stress rate. They used an implicit
return mapping algorithm for integrating the constitutive equa-
tions and found that stress transformation due to rigid-body
motion can be applied either before or after return mapping.
Aspects of integrating constitutive equation involving large
deformations, particularly in geotechnical problems, were pre-
sented by Nazem et al. [10]. In this paper, the authors discussed
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problems with stress integration using a total-Lagrangian for-
mulation and they studied the accuracy of different stress rates in
an updated Lagrangian formulation.

Research on integration of constitutive equations in a large-
deformation analysis is usually devoted to studying the accuracy of
algorithms, mostly neglecting the question of their efficiency.
However, the computational time spent integrating the constitutive
equations in a nonlinear analysis is not negligible. Robust and efficient
algorithms can, of course, reduce the cost of analysis significantly. In
this paper, three alternative algorithms for integrating a rate-type
constitutive equation are presented. These algorithms are based on
the explicit integration scheme developed by Sloan [14]. Detailed
implementation of these algorithms is discussed. Efficiency as well as
accuracy of the algorithms are studied by solving the indentation of a
rigid footing and a consolidation analysis of a rigid footing, both
analyses requiring a large-deformation approach.

2. Stress integration

2.1. Small-strain problems

During a typical time step of a finite-element analysis, a set of
ordinary differential equations must be solved to find the stress
increment based on a known strain increment. This system of
equations my be written in the following form:

_s ij ¼ Cep
ijkl
_ekl

_k i ¼ Biðs;kÞ _l
ð1Þ

where sij is the true (Cauchy) stress tensor, eij denotes the strain
tensor, ki represents a set of hardening parameters, B is a function
derived from the hardening laws, and

Cep
ijkl ¼ Ce

ijkl �
Ce

ijmnð@f=@smnÞCe
klpqð@g=@spqÞ

ð@f=@spqÞCe
pqrsð@f=@srsÞ � ð@f=@kmÞBmðs;kÞ

ð2Þ

_l ¼
ð@f=@sijÞC

e
ijkl
_ekl

ð@f=@sijÞC
e
ijklð@g=@sklÞ � ð@f=@kmÞBmðs;kÞ

¼Dkl _ekl ð3Þ

in which Ce represents the elastic stress–strain matrix, f is a yield
surface describing the elastic domain in stress space, g is the
plastic potential function, and _l is a positive scalar called the
plastic multiplier.

Eq. (1) is a system of ordinary differential equations, which
needs to be integrated to determine the stress state. For a given
strain increment, this integration takes the form

stþDt
ij ¼ st

ijþ

Z Dekl

0
Cep

ijklðs;kÞdeklktþDt
i ¼ kt

iþ

Z Dekl

0
Biðs;kÞdl

¼ kt
iþ

Z Dekl

0
Biðs;kÞDklðs;kÞdekl ð4Þ

in which D is a vector dependent on the current stresses and
hardening parameters.

A stress-integration scheme is termed explicit if all stress
dependent quantities such as the tensors C, B, and D are evaluated
at known stress states. Otherwise, it is called an implicit scheme.

Crisfield [6] provides a comprehensive discussion of various
stress-integration schemes. One of the most well-known implicit
integration schemes is the backward Euler algorithm which
employs an elastic predictor along with a plastic return mapping.
This scheme normally requires second-order derivatives of the
plastic potential as well as the yield function, making its
implementation difficult for complex yield surfaces. Sloan [14]
proposed an explicit algorithm with substepping and error

control. This scheme, on the other hand, requires the intersection
of stress path with the yield surface, which involves the solution
of a nonlinear equation.

2.2. Large-deformation problems

For large-deformation analysis, stress–strain relations can no
longer be expressed by Eq. (1) since components of true stresses
change due to possible rigid-body motion. In other words, rigid-
body rotation (or translation) must not change the strain in the
material. This condition is usually satisfied by introducing an
objective stress rate into the stress–strain relations. The choice of
the objective stress rate is not unique and the most commonly used
stress rates are the Jaumann stress rate (srJ) and the Truesdell
stress rate (srT), which are each defined as follows (e.g., see [3]):

srJ
ij ¼

dsij

dt
� sikwjk �wikskj ð5Þ

srT
ij ¼

dsij

dt
þsijlkk � sikljk � likskj ð6Þ

in which w and l represent the spin tensor and the velocity gradient
tensor, respectively, as follows:

wij ¼
1

2

@vi

@xj
�
@vj

@xi

� �
ð7Þ

lij ¼
@vi

@xj
ð8Þ

where vi represents the velocity vector.
Introducing the Jaumann stress rate into small-strain consti-

tutive equations, the stress increment is found by integrating ds
in Eq. (5) along a given strain increment:

stþDt
ij ¼ st

ijþ

Z Deij

0
dsij ¼ st

ijþ

Z Dokl

0
ðsik dojkþsjk doikÞ

þ

Z Dekl

0
Cijklðs;kÞdekl ð9Þ

where

oij ¼
1

2

@ui

@xj
�
@uj

@xi

� �
ð10Þ

and ui represents the displacement vector. Note that C(s,k) in (9)
refers to the constitutive matrix with respect to the configuration
at time t and is a function of the current Cauchy stresses. To
perform the integration in (9) a stress-integration scheme used for
small deformation has to be modified to include the additional
terms due to rigid-body motion. Considering the skew symmetry
of Doij, it is possible to show that the integration of rigid-body
rotation in (9) is equivalent to a stress transformation [9]:

st
ijþ

Z Dokl

0
ðsik dokjþsjl doliÞ ¼Qikst

klQjl ð11Þ

with

Qij ¼ ðdik � bDoikÞ
�1
ðdkjþð1� bÞDokjÞ ð12Þ

where b is an integration parameter varying between 0 and 1.
Therefore, the stress integration can be carried out as

~st
ij ¼Qikst

klQjlstþDt
ij ¼ ~st

ijþ

Z Dekl

0
Cijklð ~s;kÞdeklktþDt

i

¼ kt
iþ

Z Dekl

0
Bið ~s;kÞDklð ~s;kÞdekl ð13Þ

The integration in (13) is almost identical to the integration in (4)
for small deformation. The only modification is that stresses at the
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start of the increment should be transformed according to the first
equation of (13). Therefore, standard integration schemes used for
small deformation, either explicit or implicit, can be used with this
formulation to update stresses and hardening parameters in (13).

Alternatively, one may integrate the stress–strain equation at
the start of the increment and then transform stresses according
to (11) as shown in the following:

stþDt
ij ¼ st

ijþ

Z Dekl

0
Cijklðs;kÞdeklktþDt

i

¼ kt
iþ

Z Dekl

0
Biðs;kÞ � Dklðs;kÞdekl ~stþDt

ij ¼QikstþDt
kl Qjl ð14Þ

It is also possible to include rigid-body rotations by introdu-
cing the Truesdell stress rate into the constitutive equations.
Gadala and Wang [8] showed that the following stress transfor-
mation and stress integration is equivalent to the Truesdell stress
rate defined by (6):

stþDt
ij ¼ st

ijþ

Z Deij

0
dsij ¼

1

J
tFtþDt

ik ðst
klÞ

tFtþDt
jl þ

Z Dekl

0
Cijklðs;kÞdekl

ð15Þ

where F denotes the deformation gradient defined by

tFtþDt
ij ¼

@xtþDt
i

@xt
j

ð16Þ

and J is its determinant; x represents the spatial configuration of a
material point. The right superscript denotes the time when the
quantities are measured. Note that in an updated Lagrangian
formulation all quantities are measured with respect to the last
equilibrium configuration (i.e., at time t).

3. Alternative integration schemes

Eqs. (9) and (15) show that the effect of rigid-body motion must
be introduced to the constitutive equations during stress integra-
tion. This effect can be introduced before, after, or during integration
of the constitutive equations, which provides three alternative
approaches. However, no obvious theoretical advantage exists for
selecting one of these strategies. Moreover, it would appear that
advantages and disadvantages of one strategy over the two others
have not yet been reported in the literature (e.g., see [8]). This study
attempts to compare alternative schemes for integrating the stress–
strain relations in a large-deformation analysis. In the following,
these algorithms are explained in more detail.

3.1. Algorithms based on schemes for small-displacement analysis

As mentioned before, effects of rigid-body motion can be
introduced either before or after integration of the constitutive
equations. For the formulation using the Jaumann stress rate, such
an approach results in two alternative stress-integration schemes
as shown by Eqs. (13) and (14). The main advantage of this
approach is that the numerical schemes used to integrate the
constitutive equations for small displacement can also be used for
large-deformation analysis. To explain this approach in more
detail, we first present the following algorithms for correcting the
stresses due to rigid-body motion. Algorithm (a) applies to the
formulation using the Jaumann stress rate, while Algorithm (b)
applies to the formulation using the Truesdell stress rate.

Algorithm (a). Stress transformation for rigid-body motion
(Jaumann stress rate):

(1) Enter with stresses sij
t and the spin tensor increment Doij.

(2) Calculate Qij by

Qij ¼ dik �
1

2
Doik

� ��1

dkjþ
1

2
Dokj

� �
:

(3) Find ~st
ij by ~st

ij ¼Qikst
klQjl:

(4) Exit with corrected stresses ~st
ij.

Note that to ensure objectivity the spin tensor increment is
evaluated with respect to the configuration at the midpoint of a
load increment, i.e., b=0.5 in Eq. (12).

Algorithm (b). Stress transformation for rigid-body motion
(Truesdell stress rate):

(1) Enter with stresses sij
t, the deformation gradient tFij

t+Dt, and
its determinant J.

(2) Compute st
ij by

st
ij ¼

1

J
tFtþDt

ik ðst
klÞ

tFtþDt
jl :

(3) Exit with corrected stresses st
ij.

The algorithms above can be applied either at the start of the
increment, leading to Algorithm 1, or applied at the end of the
increment, leading to Algorithm 2.

Algorithms 1(a) and (b). Transformation followed by integra-
tion:

(1) Enter with stresses sij
t, the strain increment Deij, and the spin

tensor increment Doij.
(2) Call Algorithm (a) or (b) with sij

t and Doij to find ~st
ij.

(3) Call the stress-integration scheme with st
ij and Deij to find

sij
t +Dt.

(4) Exit with final stresses sij
t +Dt.

Algorithms 2(a) and (b). Integration followed by transformation:

(5) Enter with stresses sij
t, the strain increment Deij, and the spin

tensor increment Doij.
(6) Call the stress-integration scheme with sij

t and Deij to find
sij

t +Dt.
(7) Call Algorithm (a) or (b) with sij

t+Dt and Doij to find ~stþDt
ij .

(8) Exit with final stresses ~stþDt
ij .

Algorithms 1(a), (b) and 2(a), (b) provide two simple procedures
to integrate the stress–strain relations in a large-deformation
analysis. Both algorithms preserve the principle of stress objec-
tivity and they require only an auxiliary subroutine to correct the
stresses due to possible rigid-body motion. For some cases the
stress-integration schemes used in small-displacement analysis,
such as that introduced by Sloan et al. [15,16], can then be used
directly in large-deformation analysis.

The basic assumption in Algorithms 1(a), (b) and 2(a), (b) is
that straining and rigid-body motions can be applied sequentially
over the increment, even though the two increments are derived
from the same displacement increment and hence should occur
simultaneously. An obvious improvement would be to apply the
strain increment and the rigid-body rotation increment simulta-
neously during stress integration.

3.2. Algorithms for proportional straining and rotation

Since straining and rigid-body motions are derived from the
same displacement increment, it is also reasonable to assume that
the two quantities can be integrated proportionally over the

M. Nazem et al. / Finite Elements in Analysis and Design 45 (2009) 934–943936
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increment. For example, if we subdivide the strain increment into
two subincrements during stress integration, we should also
subdivide the rigid-body rotation increment into two subincre-
ments proportionally.

Sloan [14] developed an explicit scheme for integration of
constitutive equations in the form of (4) for small-displacement
analysis. This scheme was originally designed for conventional
elastoplastic models, which are characterised by linearly elastic
and perfect plastic behaviour. Subsequently, Sloan et al. [15,16]
introduced a number of enhancements to the original scheme. In
their latter work, the scheme was extended to cover generalised
critical state-type models (originally developed for soil), which
exhibit nonlinear elastic behaviour inside the yield surface. This
stress-integration scheme controls the error in computed stresses
by using a local error measure to automatically subincrement the
applied strain increment. The error measure is computed at each
integration point by taking the difference between a first-order
accurate Euler solution and a second-order accurate modified
Euler solution. This method has been used to solve problems
involving a wide range of complicated constitutive models for
soils [15,17]. In this section of the paper, the algorithms developed
by Sloan et al. [15,16] are generalised for large-deformation
elastoplastic analysis and a general stress-integration scheme is
presented for large-deformation problems.

3.2.1. Problem definition

The proportional problem is first formulated using the
Jaumann stress rate. This formulation can be easily extended to
the Truesdell stress rate. Based on the Jaumann stress rate in (5)
and (9), the system of ordinary differential equations to be solved
during a stress-integration procedure in a large-deformation
analysis are expressed in the following form:

_s ij ¼ Cep
ijkl
_eklþst

ik
_okjþst

jl
_oil ð17Þ

_k i ¼ Biðs;kÞ _l ð18Þ

To integrate Eqs. (17) and (18) numerically, a pseudo-time T is
introduced by

T ¼
t � t0

Dt
ð19Þ

where t0 is the time at the start of the strain increment and t0+Dt

is the time at the end of the increment. Applying the chain rule of
differentiation to Eqs. (17) and (18) gives

dsij

dT
¼ Cep

ijklDeklþst
ik Dokjþst

jl Doil

¼Dse
ij �DlCe

ijkl �
@g

@skl
þst

ik Dokjþst
jl Doil ð20Þ

dki

dT
¼ Biðs;kÞDl ð21Þ

where

Dl¼
ð@f=@sijÞC

e
ijkl Dekl

ð@f=@sijÞC
e
ijklð@g=@sklÞ � ð@f=@kmÞBmðs;kÞ

¼
ð@f=@sijÞDse

ij

ð@f=@sijÞC
e
ijklð@g=@sklÞ � ð@f=@kmÞBmðs;kÞ

ð22Þ

Eqs. (20) and (21) define an initial-value problem to be integrated
over the pseudo-time interval T=0 to T=1.

3.2.2. Intersection with the yield surface

If the initial-stress state is inside the yield surface and the
strain increment causes plastic yielding, the strain increment can

be decomposed into a purely elastic part and an elastoplastic part.
The elastic part of the strain increment produces a stress
increment that moves the stress point, previously inside the yield
surface, to the yield surface. The rigid-body correction should thus
be applied also in two stages. The spin tensor increment in the
first stage is consistent with the elastic strain increment, while the
second correction is commensurate with the elastoplastic strain
increment.

To start the stress integration, it is assumed that the whole
strain increment is elastic. The rigid-body rotation effect, D ~s ij, is
found by considering the total spin tensor increment, using
Algorithm (a). The trial elastic-stress increments Dsij

e and D ~s ij

are then used to check if the stress state has changed from elastic
to plastic. Such a change occurs if f ðst

ij;k
t
i Þo0 but

f ðst
ijþDs

e
ijþD ~s ij;kt

i Þ40. If such a stress change occurs, it is
necessary to ascertain the fractions of Deij and Doij, a, that move
the stresses from st

ij to the stress state st
int on the yield surface, as

shown in Fig. 1. Note that st
int includes the correction of stresses

due to rigid-body rotation according to the proportional spin
tensor increment aDoij, denoted by D ~sa

ij. This correction may be
obtained by Algorithm (a) or (b) with initial values for the stress
and the spin tensor increment being st

ij and aDoij, respectively.
Also note that, in Fig. 1, the exact yield condition f(sij,ki)=0 is
replaced by the approximation |f(sij,ki)rFTOL| to allow for the
effects of finite-precision arithmetic, where FTOL is a small
positive tolerance and is usually in the range 10�6–10�9. The
problem of finding stresses at the yield surface intersection point
st

int is equivalent to finding the scalar quantity a that satisfies the
nonlinear equation

f ðst
ijþaC

e

ijkl DeklþD ~sa
ij;k

t
i Þ ¼ f ððst

ijÞint ;kt
i Þ ¼ 0 ð23Þ

Note that in (23) the secant elastic constitutive matrix C̄e is used,
which for linear elasticity is identical to the tangential elastic
constitutive matrix. For critical state soil models, the elastic
response is obtained by

Dse
ij ¼ C

e

ijklðK ;GÞDekl ¼ C
e

ijklðs
t ;DevÞDekl ð24Þ

where K̄ and Ḡ are the secant elastic moduli evaluated using the
initial stress and the total volumetric strain Dev increment. The
nonlinear equation in (23) can be solved by an iterative procedure
such as Pegasus, which was suggested by Dowell and Jarratt [7].
For more details see Sloan et al. [15].

3.2.3. Elastoplastic unloading

An elastic–plastic transition may occur if a previously yielded
stress point is subjected to an elastoplastic stress increment of the
type shown in Fig. 2. This type of stress path can occur near the tip
of a failure surface if Dse

ij is large owing to the use of discrete load
increments, and does not require unloading of the overall
structure. Since the portion of the stress path inside the yield
surface is elastic, the elastoplastic constitutive law needs to be

~

~

Fig. 1. Yield surface intersection: transition from elastic to plastic state.
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integrated only beyond the last intersection point. The situation
arises when the angle y between the yield surface gradient aij

t=qf/
qsij

t and the tangential elastic stress increment Dsij
e is larger than

901 and f ðse
ij;k

t
i Þ4þFTOL. The first condition may be written as

cosy¼
at

ij Ds
e
ij

Jat
ijJ2JDse

ijJ2
o � LTOL ð25Þ

in which LTOL is a suitable tolerance. The procedure for finding the
yield surface intersection for elastoplastic unloading is similar to
the algorithm used to find the intersection with the yield
surface. To ensure the algorithm finds the correct crossing, it is
sufficient to determine starting values, a0 and a1, which satisfy
f ðst

ijþa0C
e

ijkl Deij;k
t
i Þo � FTOL and f ðst

ijþa1C
e

ijkl Deij;k
t
i Þ4FTOL.

3.2.4. Modified Euler method for stress integration

In the following, the main algorithm to solve the system of
differential equations defined by (20) and (21) will be presented.
This algorithm is based on the approach first published by Sloan
[14], which attempts to control the errors in stresses and
hardening parameter by using a local error measure to auto-
matically subincrement the imposed strain increment. For each
subincrement, the local error measure is found by taking the
difference between a second-order-accurate modified Euler solu-
tion and a first-order-accurate Euler solution. Once the local error
has been computed for a given step, the size of the next step is
determined using an expression for the dominant error term. This
type of error control permits the size of each subincrement to vary
throughout the integration process, depending on the non-
linearity of the constitutive relations. Consider a pseudo-time
subincrement in the range 0oDTnr1 and let the subscripts n and
n+1 denote quantities evaluated at the pseudo-times Tn and
Tn +1=Tn+DTn. With the explicit Euler method, the values for sij

and ki at the end of a pseudo-time step DTn are found from

snþ1
ij ¼ sn

ijþDs
1
ijk

nþ1
i ¼ kn

i þDk
1
i ð26Þ

where

Ds1
ij ¼ Cep

ijklðs
n;knÞDen

klDk
1
i ¼Dlðsn;kn;DenÞBiðsnÞ ð27Þ

and

Den
ij ¼DTn Deij ð28Þ

A more accurate estimate of the stresses and hardening
parameter at the end of the interval DTn can be found using the
modified Euler procedure. This gives

~snþ1
ij ¼ sn

ijþ
1

2
ðDs1

ijþDs
2
ijÞþD ~s

1�a
ij

~knþ1
i ¼ kn

i þ
1

2
ðDk1

i þDk
2
i Þ

ð29Þ

where Dsij
1 and Dki

1 are computed from the Euler scheme, D ~s1�a
ij

represents a correction to stress tensor due to (1�a)Doij, and

Ds2
ij ¼ Cep

ijklðs
nþDs1;knþDk1ÞDen

klDk
2
i

¼DlðsnþDs1;knþDk1;DenÞBiðsnþDs1Þ ð30Þ

The relative error measure is computed by

Rnþ1 ¼
1

2
max

JDs2
ij �Ds1

ijJ

J ~snþ1
ij J

;
JDk2

i �Dk1
i J

J ~knþ1
i J

( )
ð31Þ

where the stresses are treated separately from the hardening
parameters to allow for differences of scale. Once this error
measure has been computed, the current strain subincrement is
accepted if Rn + 1 is not greater than some prescribed tolerance,
STOL, and rejected otherwise. Regardless of whether the sub-
increment is accepted or rejected, the next pseudo-time step is
found by scaling the size of the current subincrement:

DTnþ1 ¼ qDTn ð32Þ

where q is set to [15]

q¼ 0:9

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
STOL

Rnþ1

r
ð33Þ

To avoid dramatic changes in step sizes, q is also limited by

0:1rqr1:1 ð34Þ

so that

0:1DTn�1rDTnr1:1DTn�1 ð35Þ

The end of the integration procedure is reached when the entire
increment of strain is applied so thatX

DT ¼ T ¼ 1 ð36Þ

The complete explicit modified Euler algorithm with substep-
ping for materials including hardening parameters may be
summarised as follows.

Algorithm 3. Explicit modified Euler algorithm for elastoplastic
models with hardening:

(1) Enter with initial stresses st
ij, initial hardening parameters kt

i ,
the strain increment for the current load step Deij, the spin
tensor increment Doij, and the error tolerance for the
stresses STOL.

(2) Find D ~s ij by Algorithm (a) and compute the stress increment
Dse

ij and the trial elastic stress se
ij according to

Dse
ij ¼ C

e

ijkl Deklse
ij ¼ s

t
ijþDs

e
ijþD ~s ij

If f ðse
ij;kt

i ÞrFTOL then the stress increment is purely elastic,
so set stþDt

ij ¼ se
ij and kt

t +Dt=ki
t and go to step 14.

(3) If f(sij
t+ki

t)o�FTOL and f ðse
ij;kt

i Þ4FTOL then the stress
point undergoes a transition from elastic to plastic beha-
viour. Compute the portion of strain increment that
correspond to purely elastic deformation, a, and go to step 5.

(4) If f(sij
t+ki

t)rFTOL and f ðse
ij;kt

i Þ4FTOL, check for an elasto-
plastic unloading by computing

cosy¼
at

ij Ds
e
ij

Jat
ijJ2JDse

ijJ2

If cosyZ�LTOL then
Set a=0

else
Compute the portion of Deij and Doij that corresponds to
purely elastic deformation a
else
The stress state is illegal as it lies outside the yield surface.

(5) Update the stresses at the onset of plastic yielding as
st

ij’st
ijþaC

e

ijklðst ;aDevÞDeklþD ~sa
ij. Then compute the por-

tion of Dse
ij that corresponds to plastic deformation accord-

ing to Dsij
e’(1�a)Dsij

e and update the spin tensor by
Doij’(1�a)Doij.

~

Fig. 2. Yield surface intersection: elastoplastic unloading.
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(6) Set T=0 and DT=1.
(7) While To1, perform steps 8–14.
(8) Compute D ~sI

ij and Dki
I for I=1–2 using

D ~sI
ij ¼DT Dse

ij � DlI Ce
ijkl

@g

@ ~sI
kl

DkI
i ¼DlI Bið ~sI ; ~kI

Þ

where

DlI
¼max

DT Ce
ijklð@f=@ ~sI

klÞ

ð@f=@ ~sI
ijÞC

e
ijklð@g=@ ~sI

klÞ � ð@f=@ ~kI
mÞBmð ~sI ; ~kt

Þ
;0

8<
:

9=
;

~s1
ij ¼ s

T
ij

~s2
ij ¼ s

T
ijþDs

1
ij

~k1
i ¼ k

T
i

~k2
i ¼ k

T
i þDk

1
i

Find D ~sij by Algorithm (a) with initial stress tensor sT
ij and

spin tensor DTDoij. Then compute the new stresses and
hardening parameters and hold them in temporary storage
according to

~sTþDT
ij ¼ sT

ijþ
1

2
ðDs1

ijþDs
2
ijÞþD ~s ij

~kTþDT
i ¼ kT

i þ
1

2
ðDk1

i þDk
2
i Þ:

(9) Determine the relative error for the current substep from

RTþDT
e ¼max

JDs2
ij �Ds1

ijJ

2J ~sTþDT
ij J

;
jDk2

i �Dk1
i j

2jkTþDT
i j

; EPS

( )

where EPS is a machine constant indicating the smallest
relative error that can be calculated.

(10) If RTþDT
e 4STOL the substep has failed. First compute

q¼max 0:9

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
STOL

RTþDT
e

;

s
0:1

( )

and then set DT’maxfqDT;DTming before returning to step
8.

(11) The substep is successful, so update the stresses and the
hardening parameters by

sTþDT
ij ¼ ~sTþDT

ij

kTþDT
i ¼ ~kTþDT

i :

(12) Extrapolate to obtain the size of the next substep by
computing

q¼min 0:9

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
STOL

RTþDT
e

;

s
1:1

( )
:

If the previous step failed, limit the step size growth further
by enforcing:

q¼minfq;1:0g

Compute new step size and update pseudo-time according to

DT’qDT ; DT’TþDT:

(13) Ensure the next step size is not smaller than the minimum
step size and check that integration does not proceed beyond
T=1 by setting

DT’maxfDT ;DTming

and then

DT’minfDT ;1� Tg:

(14) Exit with stresses s1
ij and hardening parameters k1

i at the end
of the increment.

For double precision arithmetic, appropriate values for the
tolerances in steps 4 and 10 are LTOLE10�6 and EPSE10�16.

In Algorithm 3, rigid-body corrections are introduced in both
elastic and elastoplastic stress increments. One may notice that
the total stress correction due to rigid-body rotation may be
included in the elastic part only. However, the difference between
such a scheme and Algorithm 1 is not of much significance in
practice.

As a summary, three alternative algorithms for considering the
principle of objectivity in a stress-integration scheme were
explained in this section. This principle, which corresponds to
the invariability of the stress state under rigid-body motion, was
satisfied by using the Jaumann stress rate whilst other stress rates
such as that of Truesdell may also be used. The performance of
these algorithms will be studied and compared by means of
numerical examples in the following.

4. Numerical examples

Three alternative algorithms for integrating the constitutive
equations in a rate-type large-deformation analysis were pre-
sented in the previous section. The stress-integration procedures
are explained in Algorithms 1(a), (b) and 2(a), (b) and 3. In
Algorithm 1, the stress correction due to rigid-body rotations is
applied before integrating the constitutive equations. Algorithm 2
integrates the stress–strain relation and then corrects the stresses
for possible rigid-body motion. In Algorithm 3, the effect of rigid-
body rotation is introduced both in elastic and the elastoplastic
stress increments during the integration. These algorithms have
been implemented in the finite-element code SNAC, developed at
the University of Newcastle in Australia over the last two
decades.

4.1. Rigid footing on undrained soil

In the first example, the plane-strain problem of a rough rigid
footing on an undrained soil layer represented by an associated
Tresca model is considered. A large footing displacement
(deformation) is applied in order to study the accuracy and
performance of Algorithms 1(a), (b) and 2(a), (b) and 3. The mesh
for the right-hand half of the footing and material properties are
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  E/cu = 100 
ν = 0.49 
φ = 0°
ψ  = 0° 
E = 100 kPa

Fig. 3. Rigid rough footing on cohesive soil.
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shown in Fig. 3. Note that cu in Fig. 3 represents the undrained
shear strength of the soil. Young’s modulus has been deliberately
assigned a small value of 100 kPa, which would probably be
unrealistic for most soils, in order to include large elastic as well
as large plastic deformations, and therefore to provide a rigorous
test of the algorithms for both elasticity and elastoplasticity. The
mesh used in these analyses consisted of 872 6-noded plane-
strain isoparametric triangular elements, with six integration
points per element. The total imposed displacement was equal to
the footing width, B, and this was applied using 200 time
increments. To study the performance of these algorithms under
identical circumstances, the standard Newton–Raphson method is
used to solve the nonlinear global equilibrium equations in this
example.

The load–displacement curve obtained by the arbitrary
Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) method based on the Jaumann stress
rate was presented by Nazem et al. [10] and is shown here in
Fig. 4. A comparison between the performance of the Jaumann
stress rate and the Truesdell stress rate and the small-strain
solution can be found in the same reference. It seems that at a
footing displacement approaching the footing width the
prediction of the ALE method approaches the exact collapse load
for a rigid strip footing loaded at the bottom of a deep trench, i.e.,
(2+2p)cuE8.28cu (see [10] for more details and discussion). The
deformed mesh at the end of analysis is shown in Fig. 5 for both

symmetric halves of the footing. This undistorted mesh clearly
shows that some elements around the footing experience
relatively large rotations (in the order of 901).

This same example has been used here to investigate the
performance of the alternative stress-integration algorithms
described in previous sections. The footing problem was analysed
by the ALE method based on the Jaumann stress rate using each
algorithm individually. Load–displacement curves obtained by all
algorithms are more or less the same as the plot shown in Fig. 4.
This means that in terms of accuracy, all algorithms provide
essentially the same solution provided that a small enough time
step is used in the analyses. The size of time step may affect the
accuracy of algorithms and this subject requires further investiga-
tion. To study the efficiency of each algorithm, the stress-
integration time and the total number of iterations necessary to
achieve equilibrium in each analysis are shown in Table 1. In terms
of performance, the difference between Algorithms 1(a), (b)
and 2(a), (b) is not significant. However, Algorithm 3 is 12%
faster than Algorithm 1 and 11.6% faster than Algorithm 2.

The accuracy and performance of these algorithms in an
updated Lagrangian (UL) analysis are also worth comparing,
where the effect of large deformation is also taken into account
but where significant mesh distortion is a possibility. To achieve
this purpose, the problem was solved again using the same
geometry and material properties but different Young’s modulus.
E was assumed to be 1000 kPa and a total displacement of 0.4B

was applied to the footing using 200 time increments. Load–
displacement curves obtained by all algorithms are identical but
for brevity they are not shown here. The close agreement of these
solutions is further evidence that accuracies of the algorithms are
similar. However, in terms of efficiency Algorithm 3 outperforms
Algorithms 1(a), (b) and 2(a), (b), as shown in Table 2. Note that
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Fig. 4. Load–displacement response of the rigid rough footing on undrained soil.

Fig. 5. Deformed mesh for footing on undrained soil—ALE method.

Table 1
Stress-integration time and total iterations of alternative stress-integration

algorithms—ALE method.

Algorithm Stress-integration time (s) Total iterations

1 83 1236

2 86 1240

3 73 1219
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for this problem, Algorithm 3 is 18.5% faster than Algorithm 1 and
29% faster than Algorithm 2.

Finally, it is noted that this example involves significant rigid-
body rotation, particularly of elements of soil below the edge of
the footing, and so it provides a rigorous test of the various stress-
integration algorithms.

4.2. Consolidation analysis of a footing on a modified cam-clay

material

In this example, we study the performance of the suggested
algorithms by solving the consolidation of a rigid strip footing on a
modified Cam-Clay material (MCC), a more complex soil model,
which can simulate strain softening and hardening via one
hardening parameter (the preconsolidation pressure). The for-
mulation and details of the coupled analysis performed here were
previously presented by Nazem et al. [11]. The geometry, finite-
element mesh, and material properties are shown in Fig. 6. The
parameters in Fig. 6 include

� j the friction angle of the soil skeleton
� l the slope of the normal compression line (NCL) in the space

of the logarithmic mean stress ln p0 versus the void ratio e

� k the slope of the unloading–reloading line (URL) in the ln p0–e

space
� eN the intercept of the NCL on the e-axis when ln p0=0
� n the Poisson’s ratio of the soil skeleton
� OCR the over-consolidation ratio of the soil
� Ko the coefficient of earth pressure at rest
� g the unit weight of the soil, and
� kxx, kyy coefficients of permeability in x and y directions,

respectively.

Because the MCC soil does not have any shear strength at zero
mean stress, a thin layer of elastic material is added on top of the
MCC soil to prevent a slope instability problem when the
settlement of the footing becomes very large.

The analysis includes three stages. In the first stage, a non-zero
initial stress field is generated by applying body force due to the
self-weight of the soil. Then, the initial yield surface locations are
determined according to the current stresses and the OCR. In the
second stage, a uniform vertical pressure is applied to the footing
at a constant rate over a period of 100 days until reaching a
magnitude q=40 kPa. Finally, the load q is then kept constant and
the soil is allowed to consolidate over time.

Fig. 7 shows a plot of the settlement of the footing versus time
obtained by the UL method. The final consolidation settlement of
the footing is 0.41 m. All algorithms produced virtually identical
results in this case. Note that neither severe mesh distortion nor
entanglement of elements was observed in this example. This is
shown graphically by plotting the deformed mesh at the end of
the analysis in Fig. 8. Stress-integration time and total number of
iterations are shown in Table 3 for each algorithm. According to
the table, Algorithm 3 is 14% and 21% faster than Algorithms 1(a),
(b) and 2(a), (b), respectively. It is also evident that Algorithm 3
requires fewer iterations to achieve equilibrium compared with
Algorithms 1(a), (b) and 2(a), (b).

5. Conclusions

Three stress-integration algorithms for a rate-type large-
deformation analysis were presented in this paper. In
Algorithm 1, the stresses are corrected for rigid-body motion
before integrating the stress–strain relations. Algorithm 2 inte-
grates the constitutive equations and then corrects the stresses for
possible rigid-body rotations. In Algorithm 3, the correction due to
rigid-body rotation is introduced both in elastic and the
elastoplastic stress increments during the stress integration. The
following conclusions are drawn from the numerical examples
considered in this paper:

(1) All three algorithms are capable of providing more or less
identical results (provided load steps are sufficiently small),
i.e., in terms of accuracy, there is no real advantage in
choosing one algorithm over the others. This implies the stress
correction due to rigid-body rotation may be calculated

Table 2
Stress-integration time and total iterations of alternative stress-integration

algorithms—UL method.

Algorithm Stress-integration time (s) Total iterations

1 27 635

2 31 769

3 22 602
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before, after, or during integration of the consti-
tutive equations as long as an objective stress rate is
employed.

(2) Any stress-integration algorithm developed for a small-
deformation analysis can therefore be directly used in a
large-deformation analysis without modification, provided
that the stresses are corrected for rigid-body rotation by an
auxiliary subroutine either before or after integrating the
constitutive equations. This conclusion is very helpful in
developing software for large-deformation analysis.

(3) Comparing the time spent for stress integration and the total
number of iterations necessary to achieve equilibrium in
each algorithm has revealed that it is slightly more efficient to
apply rigid-body corrections while integrating the constitu-
tive equations. This may be due to the fact that increments of
strain and rigid-body motion are derived from the same
displacement increments. Consequently, it is more reasonable
to integrate the two increments simultaneously. This state-
ment has been shown to be true for the examples presented
here by the fact that Algorithm 3 is faster than Algorithms
1(a), (b) and 2(a), (b), requiring fewer iterations to achieve
equilibrium during a load increment.

Finally, it is emphasised that these conclusions are based on
a study of only two example problems, but both involved
very severe straining of the elastoplastic medium and large

displacements and rotations. On this basis it is speculated that
these conclusions should apply much more broadly.
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